COACHES REPORTS AND RATING SHEETS
Directions: Each basketball team that registers for the State Basketball Tournament will need to submit
three(3) Coaches reports from 3 separate head to head games against other Special Olympics registered
teams. You can turn in more that 3 reports, more always helps us with making division decisions. Please
don’t eliminate specific games. It is hard to get one from one team and not one from the other team they
played.

These reports will be used by the Area Directors to provide accurate information and

recommendations to the State Basketball Tournament Divisioning Committee. Please take a minute after
the game and fill out this report. Local coordinators please send the 3 reports to the Area Director by:
January 21, 2016 Also attach a copy of score sheets from both teams.

***remember you must submit Three (3) coaches reports from three separate head to head to be
eligible for divisioning in the State Basketball Tournament. (fill out form completely)
Your team __________________________________ opponent ______________________________________
(indicate whole name of the team i.e. Franklin buckeyes 2, or Buckeyes gold)

Division of team last year ____________Category of team: (unified, school age, women’s, adult)
Location of game __________________________________ Date of game ________________________________
Final score of game: Team: ___________________________

Opponent: ____________________________

Please rate your opponent below:
Low
Team speed
Knowledge of
game
Ability to
anticipate
rebounds

Average

excellent

Low

Average

excellent

Ability to anticipate
passes
Ball control
(passesrs- dribblers)
What is depth of their
bench like.

How many players can control the game ______ Were they missing any starters? _____________
If you played this team 5 times how many times would you beat them? _____________________
Did you control the score of the game, due to difference in team levels?_____________________
How many dominant scorers do they have? _____________
Additional comments that may help us understand the outcome of the game (identify shooters,
rebounders, height, size, ball handlers, leadership, was it competitive the whole game, did
everyone play, etc)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

